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"Harmony Productions INC." proudly presents to you.... BLAZIN' RnB / HIP HOP GUITARZ * Volume One
* ***!!! 880 MB, 1.933 Samples !!!*** ***InStAnT DoWnLoAD*** (( Wav )) What you are bidding on is by far
the Largest and Best set of Hip-Hop and R&B Guitars anywhere...PERIOD! We at Harmony Productions
Inc. are proud to extend to you, the opportunity to become the producer you have always dreamed of

being. With our set, we, with full confidence, Promise you, we have mastered the technique, style and the
deep down heart and soul of Fire that pushes and drives the sound of that modern Hip-Hop and RnB
Guitar. Once you lay your eyes on what we have in store for you, there won't be any turning back. NO
REPEAT SOUNDS And of course... What you can always expect from us, TOTALLY ROYALTY FREE,
HIGHEST QUALITY FORMATTED SOUNDS! So go ahead... Be gone wit' it...
_______________________________________________________________ Do you drive yourself
mad, bouncin' around through hundreds upon hundreds of different guitar loops and samples tryin to find
that one, good, clean sound that even closely resembles that hip hop guitar you heard on the radio? We
did... We've even wasted more money than you'd wanna know, hoping to bring our sound to that next
level. Well guess what we found... It can't be done without hiring a professional guitarist to do it for ya.
That said... We at "Harmony Productions INC." are proud to ease your pain! We've done recorded the
absolute finest of fine guitar samples here, expanding the library with sounds from premium grade Nylon,
Steel, and 12 String guitars. Our set features endless one shots and riffs from A to G, all arranged by key
and tempo. But what will really get ya here is the EQ, compression, and the unique mix we've created
with our set. We've never heard better guitar material anywhere, and we're proud to be able to bring this
home to you. _______________________________________________________________ **All Files In
Wav Format** _______________________________________________________________ Here is a
breakdown of what you will be receiving with this set... __________________________ Bank 1 192 One
Shots 18.2MB ______________________ Bank 2 195 One Shots 10MB ______________________
Bank 3 193 One Shots 8.9 MB ______________________ Bank 4 256 One Shots 10.6 MB
______________________ Bank 5 223 One Shots 16.7 MB ______________________ Bank 6 170 Riffs
93.8MB ______________________ Bank 7 279 One Shots // Riffs 66.2 MB ______________________
Bank 8 425 Riffs 655 MB _______________________________________________________________
Be sure to have your slicing hands ready... For an even more extreme diversity, why not chop up our
premium quality riffs? Rock Ya Own Thang...!!
_______________________________________________________________ **BROADBAND
RECOMMENDED** *Due to the file size of our item, we can only recommend this item to our patrons
using a Broadband (High-Speed) internet connection.* *This download is not recommended or
guarenteed to anyone using a Dial-Up internet connection!* **WINZIP REQUIRED** Can be downloaded

for a free, fully functional trial online at Winzip.com
_______________________________________________________________ **880 MB Of Disc Space
Required** ***For use with all of today's sampler's including FL STUDIO, CUBASE, MPC, PRO TOOLS,
KORG TRITON, ETC....*** ***IMMEDIATELY UPON PAYMENT, YOU WILL HAVE YOUR LINK TO
DOWNLOAD "BLAZIN.RNB.HIP.HOP.GUITARZ.VOL .1"***
_______________________________________________________________ Why so cheap? We at
Harmony Productions Inc., feel a strong business, is one who encourages growth, through maximizing
clientele satisfaction, over establishing a greater economic profit. ... - Rules to live by. Don't ask
questions, just reap the benefits! The content of this product is the sole property of Harmony Productions
Inc., Riverside, Rhode Island Copyright 2006. Any attempts to copy, claim, reproduce, or resell any of the
following items up for auction is strictly prohibited, and is a direct violation of the law. All violaters will be
subject to prosecution, to the fullest extent of the law.
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